Discounted Bankruptcy
Fee Structure Proposal
Discounted pricing that can
save investors millions.
Our preferred pricing structure offers steep discounts off
standard Fannie Mae rates which can save investors hundreds
of thousands annually on specific bankruptcy processes, or
millions when using PLG's national bankruptcy platform.

Streamlined, simplified billing
with fewer invoices.
With the PLG Preferred Pricing comes streamlined billing, too.
We only invoice at two pre-determined milestones in a file’s life,
plus we manage our own billing triggers. Gone are the days of
you managing billing milestones and tracking the progress of a
file. We’ll take care of that and send a bill only when we reach
those milestones.

Start today with our quick file
transfer and on-board process.
If you want to take advantage of these incredible savings with
PLG Preferred Pricing, you can start today with our quick,
efficient, and time-tested on-boarding and file transfer protocol.
With no file transfer fees and a quick, simple on-boarding
process, we can have you banking savings today.

Contact us today.

Evan Singer, Esq., Managing Attorney, Bankruptcy
EAS@PadgettLaw.net

Discounted Bankruptcy
Fee Structure Proposal
Fannie Rates
for PCNs, PPFNs,
RFCNs, and TOCs

PLG Preferred
Discounted
Rates for POCs

Sample Scenario
Volume Savings
on POC Filings

FRBP 3002.1 Notices (Payment Change
Notices - PCN; Notices of Fees, Expenses, and Charges - PPFN; Responses to
Notices of Final Cure - RFCN; and Transfer
of Claims - TOC)

PLG offers discounted, volume pricing for
select clients electing to participate in the
Padgett Preferred Program. Discounts
are applied to Proof of Claim/410A Loan
History and Plan Reviews.

This sample scenario uses Fannie POC
rates versus Padgett Peferred Pricing
rates assumes a volume of 200 POC
filings per month using PLG's national
bankruptcy platform.

Fannie Standard Rates
PCN
FNMA Rate

Fannie Standard Rates
POC

$125

FNMA Rate

$900

$150

FNMA Rate: Disagree

$75

Discounted Rate

$500

TOC
FNMA Rate

Discounted Rates
PLG Preferred
Pricing POC Rate

RFCN
FNMA Rate: Agree

Savings

When using
PLG Preferred
Pricing for 200
POCs annually.

When consolidating
national work, you can:

PPFN
FNMA Rate

Annual

$75

*This document is for
marketing purposes only and
all final discounts, time lines,
billing milestones, and
referral volume requirements
will be identified in an
executed and agreed upon
Statement of Work (SOW).
Contact us for a portfolio
review or discussion about
PLG Preferred Pricing.

$300

Managing only one firm vs. multiple
law firms
Efficiencies leading to better quality
for all claim-related matters
Automation with all national work
passes through PLG’s automation
capabilities
Streamlining as all national work
passes through PLG’s work flow
Uniformity with implementation of
PLG’s policies, procedures, and best
practices

With an In-House PLG
attorney on-site, you can:
Answers to loan-level questions
Access to PLG district-wide research
and rules engine
On-site training for staff
Coordinate modifications to
process, policies, and procedures as
needed

